Abstract. Information floating (IF) is an invisible infrastructure in which mobile nodes can receive information that seems to be floating in a designated area. IF is realized by successively transferring information from a mobile node to other nodes in an epidemic manner with wireless direct communication in designated areas. IF has many potential applications, such as advertisements for local communities, specific communication for disasters, alert systems for pedestrians and vehicles, and so on. To design alert systems on a road, some articles theoretically analyze the mean lifetime of the floating in a one-dimensional street. In past researches, however, identical traffic volume and velocity were assumed in all the lanes. The difference in traffic volume between lanes and the correlation between traffic volume and velocity were omitted for simplicity. In this paper, we recognize the importance of these two factors and reveal their effects on the mean lifetime of IF with a new theoretical method. In it, we consider not only the effects of the above two factors but also the complicated features of IF that were ignored in previous methods.
in an epidemic manner [6] . The following is the mechanism of epidemic communication in DTNs. Information is carried by mobile nodes and transferred to other nodes when they enter the communication range of each other. As a result of repeating the movement of the nodes carrying information and direct communication among nodes, information is spread widely.
Epidemic communication is applied to information floating (IF), which is a concept that realizes an invisible infrastructure to deliver local information to mobile nodes that enter a target area. IF is realized by repeating information exchanges among mobile nodes by a wireless direct communication function. To eliminate meaningless information diffusion, information exchange is restricted to a designated area. To restrict diffusion, it is often assumed that a mobile node recognizes the designated area and can always get its own position through a GPS devise or techniques that use wireless communication to obtain position information. Figure 1 shows an example of IF. Message M is delivered from nodes A and D to nodes B, C, E, and F. After that, M is delivered from E and A to G and H and from H and G to I and J. From such repetition of deliveries, M is floated in the target area. IF is applicable to such areas as local advertisements, specific communication in disaster situations, and alert systems for pedestrians and vehicles.
The IF concept was first proposed [7] with a detailed algorithm and the simulation results of the proposed method; this proposal was followed by some articles [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] . Since IF is realized by an information exchange between mobile nodes in the target area, the last node with information in the target area might fail to transfer that information to other nodes. In this case, IF ends. In other words, IF's lifetime is limited. In past researches, the IF lifetime is regarded as a main target of research interest or an important metric of performance evaluation.
Previous research [14, 15] provided a simple method to numerically compute the mean lifetime of IF, assuming identical traffic volume and velocity in both the opposite lanes of a road. Introducing such an assumption is reasonable as a first step toward the lifetime analysis because exact analysis of the mean lifetime of IF is difficult even in a one-dimensional road, and the previous approximation [14, 15] depends on the simplification realized by the assumption. As seen from this background, the approximation must be extended to explore the effects of other factors on IF. Among them, we focus on the importance of two factors on traffic volumes and derive a new approximation to the mean lifetime of IF assuming different traffic volumes between opposite lanes (Factor 1) and a correlation between traffic volume and velocity (Factor 2). These factors were ignored to simplify analysis in past researches.
Because of Factor 1, we distinguish two types of message transfers in IF. One is the information transfer between two nodes on opposite lanes when they pass each other (typea), and the other is between two nodes in the same lane (type-b). As explained below, the difference in traffic volume between opposite lanes makes it necessary to focus on both type-a and type-b transfers in the analysis of IF lifetimes. Note that in past researches, type-b transfers were ignored in the analysis for simplicity; however, here, we cannot ignore them because of analysis accuracy. Type-b transfers resemble communication through a multi-hop path of wireless multi-hop networks; therefore, the analytical method includes an idea used in the connectivity analysis of mobile multi-hop networks.
Due to Factor 1, the traffic volume differs between opposite lanes. In general, traffic volume and velocity have a correlation (Factor 2). Therefore, the velocity becomes different between opposite lanes due to Factors 1 and 2. To consider this, we use Greenshield's model [16] as a typical model for the correlation between traffic volume and velocity. In this model, the velocity linearly decreases as the node density increases. The difference of velocities between opposite lanes raises a new issue that never appears in the case of identical velocities. We consider this issue to provide an analytical method of the mean lifetime based on Factors 1 and 2.
With this background, we study IF systems on a road with opposite lanes whose traffic volumes are different. We give a new theoretical analysis of the mean lifetime by assuming that two lanes have different traffic volumes and the velocity of each lane is affected by the traffic volume. Although the assumptions were omitted for simplicity in past researches, we reveal how the IF lifetime is affected by the assumptions by introducing the concept of random clumping and utilizing its property. The IF properties are different from MANET and WSN; however, our IF analysis involves the essence of MANET's connectivity analysis, which was not previously included [14, 15] .
In Section 2., we explain the model for the mobility of nodes and IF and introduce a concept and some properties of a clump for our analysis in this paper. In Section 3., we theoretically analyze the mean lifetime of IF. In Section 4., we give the numerical results of the mean lifetime of IF and discuss how it is affected by Factors 1 and 2. Section 5. concludes this paper.
Preliminaries

Distribution and mobility of nodes
The following are the basic assumptions for the distribution and mobility of nodes:
• Mobile nodes move along a road's opposite lanes, denoted by Lane b and Lane w . 
Cw, 3 Cw,2 Cw,1 Figure 2 : Example of node distribution at t = t 0 and symbol definitions.
• We draw a line as a road, and nodes on Lane b are black and move left at constant velocity v b . Nodes on Lane w are white and move right at constant velocity v w . Note that there is no passing in each lane. An example is represented in Fig. 2 .
• The spatial distribution of the nodes on Lane b and Lane w obey Poisson distributions of intensities λ b and λ w .
• The traffic volumes of mobile nodes on Lane b and Lane w are denoted by Q b and Q w .
These assumptions are the same as in other work [14, 15] . In this paper, however, we introduce the following new assumptions, where Q b , v b , and λ b can be different from Q w , v w , and λ w , respectively. To represent a correlation between traffic volume and velocity, we use Greenshield's model [16] :
where v f is the free velocity and λ j is the saturated density of the nodes. Introducing the above assumptions requires a new analytical method for the mean lifetime of IF, as we will explain below.
Information floating
The IF assumptions are almost the same as in previous research [12] . Let M be a message to be floated. Let r be the communication range of a mobile node. A mobile node knows its own position by such location equipment as GPS. To eliminate meaningless information dif-
, where L is a positive real number. Suppose that a node periodically transmits beacon signal. Assume that the beacon signal of a node is received by another node if the distance between these nodes is not longer than r. Then, a node can notice that another node enters its communication range based on the beacon signal [9] . If a mobile node with M is in [−L, 0] and the distance to a neighboring node is not longer than r, then the mobile node sends M to the neighboring node because the mobile node receives the beacon signal from the neighboring node. Hence, a sender does not need the position information of the receiver. As a result, the position of each node that is receiving M ranges between [−L − r, r]. Therefore, we regard interval [−L − r, r] as the target area. Let x(n, t) be the coordinate of node n at time t. Let b i and N b be a node on Lane b for i = · · · , −1, 0, 1, · · · and the set of nodes on Lane b , respectively. Suppose that x(b i , t) < x(b i+1 , t) for all i. In the same manner, for Lane w , a node is denoted by w j for j = · · · , −1, 0, 1, · · · , and the set of nodes is denoted by N w , and x(w j+1 , t) < x(w j , t) for all j. Suppose that b 1 carries original message M into [−L, 0] at time t = t 0 for the first time. This assumption of the origin of IF is slightly different from earlier research [12] . Suppose that x(w 1 , t 0 ) ≤ 0 and x(w 0 , t 0 ) > 0. An example of t = t 0 is represented in Fig. 2 . 
Random clump
In the following analysis, we utilize some of properties of a clump that consists of small segments randomly distributed on a line. Suppose that the length of a segment is α, the starting point of a segment is randomly distributed on a line according to a Poisson process of intensity β, and a segment extends in the right direction. Some segments overlap and comprise a longer segment than α. This longer segment is called a clump. An example of clumps consisting of six and two segments is depicted in Fig. 3 . Let C be the length of a clump. Then, from [17] , we have
where f C (z|C > α) is the probability density function of C given that C > α, and E(C) is the expected value of C. Node b 7 cannot transfer M to any nodes and leaves the target area at t = t 5 . Therefore, IF continues from t = t 0 to t 5 and ends at t = t 5 . Hence,
This example explains both type-a and type-b deliveries, which are the information deliveries between nodes on opposite lanes and on the same lane. IF continues by repeating these two types of message deliveries and ends if neither type-a nor type-b delivery can deliver M.
In past researches [14, 15] , however, type-b delivery is approximately omitted by assuming that a mobile node of N b and N w alternately receives information to continue IF. This approximation is expected to work well if the traffic volumes are the same in both lanes because mobile nodes on opposite lanes have identical opportunities to pass each other. On the other hand, a mobile node on a lane has fewer opportunities to pass other nodes if the opposite lane's traffic volume is small.
Note what happens in the case of different traffic volumes between opposite lanes. Consider Figs. 2 and 4 again. From times t = t 0 to t 3 , message M is delivered from b 1 to w 1 , from w 1 to b 3 , and from b 3 to w 3 by type-a delivery. After t = t 3 , only type-b deliveries contribute to keeping IF alive. M is delivered to w 7 through w 3 , w 4 , w 5 , and w 6 . As seen from this example, such a situation happens if the distance between successive nodes on the same lane is very long and there are dense nodes in the opposite lane. If the balance of the traffic volume is disturbed between opposite lanes, type-b delivery might no longer be negligible.
For the above reasons, in this paper, we focus on type-b delivery to analyze the mean lifetime of IF using a different approach from previous work [14, 15] . A cluster is a set of nodes in the same lane in which the distance between adjacent nodes is not greater than r. From the interpretation, T f is represented as
if the last node holding M in the target area is a black node in C b,n s . Otherwise, the lifetime is extended by the white nodes and
where T e is the extended lifetime and T e < ∆X ns v b
. As the main target of this paper, we analyze T f,1 because T e is relatively small. In (5), X c,k + r is the length of a clump whose starting points of segments are black nodes, and another clump related to the white nodes is examined to evaluate the possibility of successive type-b deliveries in C w,1 in the above example. In this way, T f is deeply related to the clump properties, which appear in our interpretation of the lifetime. In past researches, however, the role of clumps was not considered because type-b deliveries were neglected for approximation.
Analysis of E(T f )
As mentioned in the preceding section, we focus on the transfers of M along C b,1 , C b,2 , · · · and compute T f as (5) 
Let S i be an event where C b,i can deliver M to C b,i+1 . Considering the probability that S i occurs, E(T f ) is represented as
Because precisely analyzing Pr(S 1 , · · · , S i ) and E(∆X i |S 1 , · · · , S i ) is difficult, we approximately assume that S 1 , S 2 , · · · are independent from each other. In other words, S i and ∆X i are not affected by S 1 , S 2 , · · · , S i−1 . From this assumption, we compute
Next we substitute Eqs. (8) and (9) into (7):
Here, E(X c,1 ) can be computed as
− r from (4) because X c,k + r corresponds to the length of a clump with segment density λ b and segment length r. Pr(S 1 ) and E(∆X 1 |S 1 ) can also be rewritten:
where f ∆X k (x) = λ b e −λ b (x−r) for x > r and f ∆X k (x) = 0 for x ≤ r because ∆X k obeys an exponential distribution with intensity λ b given that it exceeds r. C b,1 and distributes M to the following nodes of C w,k , and a node of C w,k having M sends M to a node of C b,2 . In this manner, M is delivered from C b,1 to C b,2 by some nodes of C w,k . M's delivery from C b,1 to C b,2 is possible if and only if there is at least one node of N w in I 1 = [x 1, , x 1,r ] at t = t 0 , there is at least one node of N w in I 2 = [x 2, , x 2,r ] at t = t 0 , and the nodes in I 1 and I 2 belong to the same cluster of N w , where
To compute Pr(S 1 |∆X 1 = x), we consider two cases that have different lengths of the overlap between I 1 and I 2 . In case (i), the overlap is not smaller than r, but in case (ii), it is smaller than r. 
(L+r−x)+L+r} (13) because this is the probability that there is at least a node of N w in the overlap between I 1 and I 2 , and the nodes of N w are distributed based on a Poisson process. In case (ii), even without a node in the overlap between I 1 and I 2 at t = t 0 , S 1 can occur if there is a N w cluster whose node is in I 1 and another node is in I 2 at t = t 0 , as mentioned above. If v b ≤ v w , then such a cluster exists if and only if the length of a clump whose starting points of segments are coordinate x = x 2,r − r and the nodes of N w at the right side of x = x 2,r − r is not smaller than
. for the proof). Consequently, from (3) we have
Finally, we can compute E(T f ) by substituting (13) and (14) into (10), (11) , and (12).
Closed form of E(T f ) for a special case
In the above subsections, we successfully analyzed E(T f ) for a case of unbalanced traffic volume of opposite lanes and correlation between the traffic volume and velocity of the nodes by a new theoretical method that takes the factor of type-b delivery into account. Although our formula is slightly complicated because it includes an integral term, it can also be applied to a special case that includes the previous case [14, 15] (i.e., Q b = Q w , v b = v w , and λ b = λ w ), and the formula becomes a simple closed form for such a special case as follows. By substituting condition v b = v w into (11) and (12), we have
where ∆λ = λ b − λ w . From these equations and (10), we obtain a simple closed form of E(T f ).
Numerical results and discussions
In the following, we obtain the numerical and simulation results of E(T f ). We consider warning of an accident on a road [14, 15] and advertisement of a shop on a road as applications of IF. As in [14, 15] , we assume that mobile nodes are vehicles moving along the road and that direct communication between nodes are realized by ad hoc mode of wireless LAN. Then, r can take various value as in [14, 15] . In Sections 4.1. and 4.2., we set v b and v w a constant value, and in Section 4.3., v b and v w are computed by (1) to observe effects of Factor 2. Based on the above assumptions, we set v b and v w to 15 m/sec = 54 km/hour. In Section 4.3., this value is used as the maximum value of (1).
In the simulation, we deploy nodes that move left and right based on a Poisson process with intensities λ b and λ w on the x-axis. According to the assumption in Section 2.1., we move the nodes, execute the information transmissions, and calculate the time when all nodes with M leave [−L − r, r]. We repeat these procedures 10,000 times and calculate E(T f ) as the mean value of these times. Figure 6 shows the numerical results of E(T f ) with the simulation results. In Figs. 6 (a), (b) , and (c), the horizontal axis represents L, r, and Q, respectively. To show the basic tendencies of E(T f ), we set v b and v w to a constant value: 15 m/sec. We also set Q b = Q w = Q 2 , which means that the traffic volumes of opposite lanes are the same. From these relations, λ b and λ w are computed as Fig. 6 (a) , L varies from 10 m to 400 m while r = 50 m. In Fig. 6 (b) , r varies from 10 m to 350 m while L = 50 m. In Fig. 6 (c) , Q varies from 0.075 sec −1 to 1.4 sec −1 while r = 50 m.
Basic tendency of E(T f )
From Fig. 6 , we can confirm that the numerical results agree well with the simulation results, which means that our formula works well for a special case where Q b = Q w , v b = v w , and λ b = λ w . We can also see that E(T f ) rapidly increases with each L, r, and Q. This indicates that it is important to use appropriate values of r and L for a given Q to realize the desired value of E(T f ).
The desired value of E(T f ) depends on the application of IF. If IF is used for warning of an accident, IF should continue until the accident handling finishes. In this case, the desired value of the lifetime may be some hours. For a long term advertisement, the desired value of the lifetime of IF may be all the day. Hence, we have to decide the desired value of E(T f ) suitable to the application, and have to decide the values of other parameters to satisfy the desired value. For example, if the desired value is 1 hour in Fig. 6 (a) , we have to set L larger than 180 m for Q = 0.6 sec −1 and r = 50 m. From Fig. 7 , we can confirm that the numerical results agree well with the simulation results, which means that our formula successfully computed E(T f ) capturing the characteristic of Factor 1. Figures 7 (a) and (b) also confirm that the unevenness between the traffic volumes of opposite lanes greatly reduces E(T f ), especially if L r, for the following reason. In general, the effect of type-a delivery is weakened if the unevenness between traffic volumes increases for both L r and L r cases. For L r, however, E(T f ) does not greatly decrease even if the unevenness increases because type-b delivery compensates the degradation of type-a delivery because r is large. On the other hand, in the case of L r, because the effect of type-b delivery is also weakened, E(T f ) greatly decreases when the unevenness is large. These results indicate that we must carefully choose such parameters as r and L especially if there is a big difference between the traffic volumes of opposite lanes.
Effect of correlation between traffic volume and velocity: Factor 2
As mentioned, traffic volume and velocity have a correlation. To represent it, we use Greenshield's model, where the velocity for each lane is represented by (1) . Figure 8 shows an example of the relation among v b , v w , and λ, where v f = 15 m/sec and λ j = 0.12 m −1 . Figure 8 shows that a large unevenness of traffic volumes causes a big difference between the velocities in opposite lanes. (c)). Especially for a large λ and great unevenness between traffic volumes and velocities in opposite lanes ( Fig. 9 (d) ), the effect of correlation is quite large, and E(T f ) in this case becomes larger than that for a case of equal traffic volumes and velocities ( Fig. 9 (c) ). One reason why Factor 2 increases E(T f ) is that the velocities of the nodes decrease on average due to Factor 2. For reference, Figs. 9 (b) and (d) also show the E(T f ) results, assuming that the velocities of all the nodes are the same and equal to min{v b , v w }. From these results, E(T f ) with the correlation is larger than that assuming the same and slow velocity. This means that not only decrease of the velocities on average but also the characteristics of Factor 2, where the velocity is more degraded for denser lanes, contributes to the E(T f ) increase.
Finally, we show that we can use the E(T f ) formula derived in the preceding section, which supposed that v b ≤ v w , for a case of v b > v w . Figure 10 
Conclusions
In this paper, we considered information floating (IF), in which information seems to float on a specific area by wireless direct communications between mobile nodes, and theoretically analyzed its mean lifetime in a one-dimensional road network. Our analysis addressed the effects of the difference between traffic volumes in opposite lanes (Factor 1) and the Appendix A. Proofs of properties in Section 3.2.
1.1.
In this appendix, we prove that in case (i) (i.e., |I 1 ∩ I 2 | ≥ r), a white node must exist in the overlap between I 1 and I 2 at t = t 0 if and only if S 1 occurs. First, suppose that there is a white node in the overlap between I 1 and I 2 at t = t 0 . In this case, S 1 obviously occurs because this node can deliver M from C b,1 to C b,2 . Next, suppose that there is no white node in the overlap between I 1 and I 2 at t = t 0 . In this case, even if there are white nodes in both I 1 and I 2 at t = t 0 , it is impossible that these nodes belong to the same cluster because there is a gap longer than r (i.e., I 1 ∩ I 2 ) between them. Therefore, S 1 never occurs in this case. From these facts, this property holds.
1.2.
In this appendix, we prove that if v b ≤ v w and I 1 ∩I 2 ∅, then |I 1 ∩I 2 | = 
1.3.
In this appendix, we prove that in case (ii) (i.e., |I 1 ∩ I 2 | < r), if v b ≤ v w , then there is a cluster of N w whose node is in I 1 and another node is in I 2 at t = t 0 if and only if the length of a clump whose starting points of segments are coordinate x = x 2,r − r and the nodes of N w at the right side of x = x 2,r − r is not smaller than Here, we consider the left part of I 1 of length r and the right part of I 2 of length r, denoted by I 1 and I 2 , respectively, (Fig. 11) . I 1 = [x 1, , x 1, + r] and I 2 = [x 2,r − r, x 2,r ]. Obviously, the event where there is a N w cluster whose node is in I 1 and another node in I 2 is identical to the event where there is a N w cluster whose node is in I 1 and another node is in I 2 . The latter event occurs if and only if there is a white node in I 2 (denoted by w j ), and the rightmost node of the cluster including w j is at the right side of x = min I 1 = x 1, . This event is identical to one where the length of a clump whose starting points of segments are coordinate x = x 2,r − r and the nodes of N w at the right side of x = x 2,r − r is not smaller than x 1, − x 2,r + 2r. Here, x 1, − x 2,r + 2r can be computed as (∆X 1 − L − r) − L + r from the definitions of x 1, and x 2,r . Therefore, this property holds.
